June 4, 2015

Celebrating MISD’s Finest!

In a beautiful night to remember at Bentwater’s Yacht Club, Montgomery Independent School District recognized the amazing men and women who were voted to represent their campuses as Teachers of the Year and Spirit of the Bear Award Recipients. In addition to the recognition, the following two educators were announced as Secondary and Elementary District Teacher of the Year.
2014-2015 Teachers of the Year

Jennifer VanHaverbeke
LSE

Betsy Baney
MRE

Patty Barfield
MES

Jackie Brock
SCE

Michele Wetuski
MIS

Chris Corson
MMS

Edgar Straughter
MJH

Lonnie Barnes
MHS
2014-2015 Spirit of the Bear Award Recipients

Monica Lemke
LSE

Stacey Ensey
MRE

Liz Kelley
MES

Patrick Robinson
SCE

Shelley Smith
MIS

Janet Fick
MMS

Shannon Sedoff
MJH

Arthur Ford
MHS